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a b s t r a c t

As Multiprocessor System-on-Chips (MPSoCs) continue to scale, security for Network-on-Chips (NoCs) is
a growing concern as rogue agents threaten to infringe on the hardware’s trust and maliciously implant
Hardware Trojans (HTs) to undermine their reliability. The trustworthiness of MPSoCs will rely on our
ability to detect Denial-of-Service (DoS) threats posed by the HTs and mitigate HTs in a compromised
NoC to permit graceful network degradation. In this paper, we propose a new light-weight target-
activated sequential payload (TASP) HT model that performs packet inspection and injects faults to
create a new type of DoS attack. Faults injected are used to trigger a response from error correction
code (ECC) schemes and cause repeated retransmission to starve network resources and create deadlocks
capable of rendering single-application to full chip failures. To circumvent the threat of HTs, we propose a
heuristic threat detectionmodel to classify faults and discover HTs within compromised links. To prevent
further disruption, we propose several switch-to-switch link obfuscation methods to avoid triggering
of HTs in an effort to continue using links instead of rerouting packets with minimal overhead (1–3
cycles). To sustain data integrity over a compromised link, we propose an optimized implementation of
algebraic manipulation detection (AMD) codes to detect any fault injection in targeted flits. Our proposed
modifications complement existing fault detection and obfuscation methods and only add 2% in area
overhead and 6% in excess power consumption in the NoC micro-architecture.

© 2017 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In everyday electronic devices, the problem of hardware secu-
rity is slowly becoming more prominent and could continue to
worsen due to the increased globalization of the semiconductor
industry [4]. These threats originate from full government agencies
to single rogue employees [19], where they threaten to steal in-
tellectual property (IP), produce counterfeits, or maliciously inject
their own alterations to formerly trusted integrated circuits (ICs).
During the complex fabrication process, these malicious additions,
modifications, or removal of transistors can be used to create
Hardware Trojans (HTs) [1,2,5,14,20] and transform how devices
execute. HTs are a growing concern as they undermine hardware
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integrity and infringe on the foundation once was the reliable
hardware root of trust. Until research can improve HT detection
techniques for chips originating from vulnerable foundries, protec-
tion and verification of intellectual property (IP)will continue to be
a significant challenge; HTs could potentially reach both consumer
and military supplies unbeknownst to the manufacturer and the
end-user [1,12,17]. As Multiprocessor System-on-Chip (MPSoC)
architectures shift to heterogeneous designs and exceed hundreds
to thousands of cores [7], the extensive use of third-party IPs
establishes several points of entry for an attacker to compromise
chips covertly [9] and broaden the impact of their attack vector. If
the IP itself cannot be compromised, attackers may try to control
communication between the target device and resources its needs
to operate, making the input/output (IO) between them the next
likely target.
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As MPSoCs rely on a scalable, packet-based Network-on-Chips
(NoCs) to be the communication backbone for future generations,
securing the NoC is critical as all traffic must flow across it. Further,
any disruptions to NoC has the potential to reverberate throughout
the entire chip causing extensive slow down and increase in la-
tency. Attackers may favor a man-in-the-middle (MIM) attacks to
intercept, relay, or modify communication between properly func-
tioning devices to curtail execution. If we assume the inevitable
that NoCs could be compromised, we need to implement security-
aware architectures to improve detection of malicious activity at
runtime and enable mitigation techniques to gracefully degrade
the network performance for critical systems when under attack
rather than abruptly halt the execution.

AsNoCs evolve, security is a daunting task because safeguarding
various combinations in which an unbounded attacker might take
advantage of the system is impractical. If we consider how mali-
cious components might affect the overall network operation, we
can classify security threats forNoCs as a subset of preexisting chal-
lenges originating from but not limited to, on-chip fault tolerance,
functional correctness, path diversity, isolation, and quality of ser-
vice. Understanding how these challenges affect NoCs enables us to
enhance security by narrowing the scope while opening the door
for designs that provide both performance and power advantages
when operating under adverse conditions. We also have to make
assumptions that our security mechanisms themselves are not
compromised. In reality, this can be achieved by withholding the
implementation of securitymeasures to the last stage of the design
process and isolating thework to a few trusted employees. Thepos-
sibility of compromise in the detection and mitigation hardware
always exists, however it could be minimized.

As NoCs continue to increase in complexity, their resemblance
to macro-size networks inherits many of the disadvantages and
security challenges such as Denial of Service (DoS) and bandwidth-
depletion attacks. Existing threatmodels use rogue threads to gen-
erate a surge of traffic injection [11] and flood network resources.
Runtime latency monitoring [13] and quality-of-service (QoS) [26]
techniques have been proposed tomitigate the attacks. An attacker
may even surpass security by modifying execution or gaining ac-
cess to hardware by exploiting mitigation techniques through the
injection of faults in a way it was not intended. Fault injection
by HTs using a comprised device might be another approach to
break security by taking advantage of the built-in fault tolerance
techniques [27]. In Fig. 1, we display a compromised NoC with
HTs and list the three main security threats facing NoCs today.
For HTs, we need to identify the attack, location, and perform
mitigationwhich could include enhancing encoding techniques for
obfuscation, authentication, quality of service, and error detection.

In this paper, we examine a new attackmodel using fault inject-
ing HTs to create a DoS attack originating within a compromised
link of a NoC. Prior link HTs only intended on causing silent data
corruption [27]. We propose a newHT that purposely injects faults
with the expectation that error correcting codes (ECCs) will detect
them, but will not be able to correct them. This is common for
hamming code implementations such as single error correction
double error detection (SECDED), where one fault can be corrected,
and the second triggers retransmission. Using our proposed HT, re-
transmissions are triggered to block resources as there is a surge for
link bandwidth demands and thereby creating a HT induced DoS
attack. While prior DoS attacks [11,26] in Nocs have considered
flood based attacks caused by rogue software and employ quality of
service techniques to prevent bandwidth depletion, to the best of
our knowledge, HTs have not been used to create DoS attackwithin
routers and links to corrupt, snoop and steal data. In order to thwart
HT-induced DoS attack, we propose a heuristic-based fault detec-
tion model and propose mitigation techniques to provide graceful
network degradation in the presence of such an attack. Confidence

in the continual use of a compromised link is then improved
through the use of algebraic manipulation detection (AMD) codes.

Contributions specifically in this paper:

1. New Hardware Trojan Model: We introduce a new light-
weight target-activated sequential payload (TASP) Hard-
ware Trojan (HT) model that can covertly perform deep
packet inspection on links between network routers and
inject faults when the target is identified. Faults injected are
used to trigger a response from ECC that causes repeated re-
transmission to starve network resources and create dead-
locks capable of rendering single-application to full chip
failures. To avoid detection, faults are injected sequentially
which requires both a target and a kill switch.

2. Threat Detector: We propose a heuristic-based fault detec-
tion model to discover HTs in the infected links by continu-
ing to probe and observe the behavior of links experiencing
transient or permanent faults.

3. LinkObfuscation: For threatmitigation,we propose a num-
ber of techniques to complement existing fault tolerant ar-
chitectures and provide graceful network degradation with
brute force switch-to-switch scrambling, inverting, shuf-
fling, and flit-reordering.

4. AMD Encoding: We propose multiple optimizations to ef-
ficiently calculate the redundant bits required for flit level
AMD codes by leveraging the flit idle time and recycling
of hardware to detect all faults for continual use of a HT
compromised link.

2. Related work

In this section, we discuss HTs and how they could potentially
infect NoC architectures and proposed mitigation techniques for
NoCs.

Hardware Trojans: Hardware Trojan is any modification, addi-
tion or removal of circuitry from an original/golden design and is
usually implemented with a trigger to activate and has a payload.
To be inconspicuous, triggering mechanisms are generally non-
trivial and could include combinational circuits that either require
rare excitation such as sequential circuits with ticking time bombs,
or could be externally driven to obfuscate their presence. Anymod-
ification affects the power, timing and performance characteristics
of the compromised chip. To detect HTs post fabrication, several
side-channel analysis techniques have been proposed thatmonitor
fluctuations in power [22] and timing [15]. With side-channel
approaches, triggering HTs is not required, but the proposed tech-
niques have challenges detecting very small HTs. The complexity
of the trigger generally relates to the size of the HT. If a HT can be
triggered, logic testing [8] can be used for detection. Work has also
been done to detect HTs through gate-level netlist analysis [18,21]
using boolean function analysis and machine learning but these
techniques require a compromised copy of the netlist and carefully
crafted HTs may subvert detection techniques. Since dormant HTs
may slip past detection techniques, researchers should explore
runtime detection and mitigation mechanisms to improve the
reliability of our systems and gracefully degrade in the presence
of attack.

NoCs: In NoCs, HTs have been explored on links [27] and in the
router micro-architecture [3,13]. In [27], the authors propose link
shuffling to reduce the probability of triggering HTs that corrupt
bits during router to router transmission. While the authors were
able to reduce the chance of activation, theHTmodelwas limited to
a small number of logic gates (1–3). In such an attack, logic testing
should have a high probability of triggering HTs and thereby, result
in detection. In [3], a more aggressive HTmodel was proposed that
positioned itself within the routermicro-architecture.While in the
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Fig. 1. Breakdown of security threat for NoCs and mitigation techniques for HTs in a compromised NoC.

router, the HT was actively snooping on packets and searching for
its target. Once triggered, the HTwould inject packets into the NoC
and forward stolen data to a rogue thread operating on a separate
core. For mitigation, the authors proposed a 3-layer approach
using end-to-end (e2e) data scrambling, packet certification, and
node obfuscation to prevent HT activation. While each layer does
reduce the risk of activating a HT snooping in packets, the risk
of activation was not entirely eliminated because scrambling data
and obfuscation invariably runs the risk of masking an unintended
target. In this event, the packet certificate layer could constrain
maliciously injected packets to the NoC, as they would invalidate,
but could still create congestion and consume excess energy in the
NoC. Most recently a DoS attack was proposed in [13] that sup-
presses allocation requests and de-prioritizes arbiters within the
micro-architecture to increase contention and flit latency. While
the authors proposed a runtime latency auditor to systematically
monitor the trustworthiness of the NoC, using delay to detect an
attack is difficult as several factors influence packet latency during
normal operation. While this technique to detect an attack is new,
other existing fault tolerant run-time invariant checkers proposed
in [16] should also prevent such an attack.

In our paper, we propose a new TASP HT model that is im-
plemented on links and covertly performs deep packet inspection
to inject faults when its target is identified. Unlike previous link
HTs, our attacker is injecting faults with the intent of triggering
a retransmission response and not corrupting data. In our model
we also assume an ideal attacker with an external trigger acting
as a backdoor kill-switch to the system. When activated the HT(s)
inject faults on-demand if its desired target is sighted, and creates
a DoS attack by using retransmissions to build back-pressure and
starve network resources. Unlike prior work which uses end-to-
end obfuscation techniques, we propose to use multiple switch-
to-switch (s2s) mechanisms to localize the attack and then bypass
HT activation with near instantaneous relief. With e2e, the attack
cannot be localized and would incur larger retransmission penal-
ties that scale unfavorably due to network size and delay relief.

3. TASP

3.1. A motivating example

In this section, we will discuss the motivation for designing the
TASP HT, the link selection for HT insertion, the number of HTs
needed to impact the NoC performance and techniques to reduce
the chance of HT detection.

Hardware Trojan Triggering: Tomaximize the impact of TASP, we
need to implant the HT in a location which has the highest chance
of triggering when the HT is active inside NoC architecture. To

decrease detection of the maliciously implanted circuit(s), the at-
tacker should reduce the number of HTs implanted because fewer
HTs reduces the probability of detection. When a HT becomes
more complex, HT will consume more power and timing analysis
will detect the compromised circuit(s). For small combinational
logic triggered HTs, exhaustive logic testing with test patterns and
randombit sequences can be used at runtime to inadvertently trig-
ger HTs and detect their presence. If the combinational trigger is
complex, test vectorsmay have limited chance of triggering theHT.
Fortunately,whenHTs are complexwe can use side-channel analy-
sis for detection, but testingmust be offline and during post silicon
verification. If the HT includes sequential logic or an external kill
switch, detection relies mostly on side-channel analysis. From an
attacker’s perspective, the goal of TASP is tomaximize impact with
minimal hardware, and exploit architectural vulnerability. In later
sections, we will discuss how the TASP is triggered and releases its
payload in further detail.

Attack Potency: Once the attacker has decided on the desired
target(s), whether it is the application, source, destination or the
memory address, decisions on location and the number of TASP
HTs to implant in the NoC will influence the speed and potency
of the attack. When the HT is enabled, the goal is to increase the
probability of triggering the HTs and cause maximum disruption,
however the disruption should be achieved with as few TASP HTs
as possible to avoid detection. It should be noted, that the phrase
HT triggering, can serve two meaning depending on the context.
Prior to this paragraph, triggering the HT implied detection of the
HT. In this paragraph and the remainder of this paper we will limit
the meaning of this phrase to a HT that is enabled, and actively
snooping on data. Until the HT sniffs its target, the HT has not been
triggered.

Traffic Distribution: In Fig. 2, we present three sub figures that
allow us to observe the traffic distributions from the Black–Scholes
applications from the PARSEC benchmark suites on a 4 × 4 mesh
NoC with a concentration of four (64 cores). We analyzed a dozen
more benchmarks, but chose to show Black–Scholes because of
the clarity of the peaks and valleys, and the distribution may
have similarities to other benchmarks. In Fig. 2(a) the traffic was
mapped from router to router to show the dependencies between
each router. For example if we focus on the row for router zero
in the source axis (y-axis), we can see number of request packets
sent (z-axis) to each router (x-axis). In Fig. 2(b), we mapped the
traffic to their geographical locations in the network to visualize
the source hot spots. While this gives insight into the activity and
localization of the traffic flows to specific regions of the network, it
does not show how the traffic is distributed amongst the links. To
show the complete picture, we furthermeasured the percentage of
traffic that goes across each link as shown in Fig. 2(c).

Link Selection: A trend we found consistent with most of the
benchmarks is the localization around a few cores/routers acting
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Fig. 2. A look at the traffic distributions for the Black–Scholes application benchmark operating on a 64-core NoC with a concentration of 4-cores per router.

Fig. 3. The differences between transient, permanent and TASP HT induced faults on a single link.

as the primary core, like router zero. Traffic load caused by that
application benchmark diminishes as the distance from the main
core increases. In a flood-based DoS attacks, x–y routing performs
better than multiple adaptive algorithms when the injection rate
is less than 0.65. If we assume a traditional routing algorithm like
x–y dimension order routing, a single link failure in the x-
dimension could have a huge impact on the overall performance. In
the event of a permanent fault, all traffic attempting to use that link
needs to be rerouted. We also note that a considerable portion of
traffic is shared among cores a few hops away as shown in Fig. 2(c).
Therefore, an attacker aiming to disrupt an application operating
from a specific core may not choose a link immediately connected
to theprimary operating cores. Choosing a few links in x-dimension
or y-dimension a few hops away from the targeted core(s), should
be sufficient to disrupt execution. Since the location of primary
cores may vary at runtime the attacker could seemingly place the
HTs on random links and have a high probability of sniffing the
intended targets. Furthermore, depending on the trigger, there is a
probability that the same HT may also disrupt other applications
operating in the proximity while listening on a select few links
instead of having to infect a majority of links, which would take
up more area, power, and increasing the probability of detection.

3.2. Hardware Trojan model

In this section, we introduce a new light-weight target-
activated sequential-payload (TASP) HT model that can covertly
perform deep packet inspection on links between network routers
and inject faults when the target is identified. We will describe the
way in-which HTs select targets, and how HTs methodically inject
faults while avoiding detection.

In Fig. 3, we illustrate the three ways in which faults occur
within NoC links (transient, permanent, hardware Trojan). Each
type of fault presented can have adverse effect on the performance
of the NoC. For transient faults, ECCs can correct few bits in error
while consuming more energy at the receiver. However, in case
of faults involving several bits that cannot be corrected, the loss
in performance equals the cost of retransmission (1–3 cycles). For
permanent faults, mitigation involves avoiding the failed compo-
nents by rerouting packets around them at the cost of additional
hops. For HTs, when HT is injecting faults on-demand, the faults
will either cause silent data corruption (SDC) or trigger retransmis-
sions. As TASP forces link retransmission, unless NoCs have built-
on countermeasures, congestion of buffers creates back-pressure
and eventually causes tree saturation. While NoCs commonly use
escape buffers and dead-lock recovery techniques that could slow
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Fig. 4. Implementation of the TASP HT inspecting flits on an infected link. When enabled a FSM determines when and where to injects faults.

the network degradation, back-pressure will continue to build
since dropping packets is rarely supported to relieve congestion
and free-up network resources. Any dropped packets will have
both performance and power penalties to retransmit in multi-hop
NoC architectures.

Once an attacker has successfully compromised a chip that
surpasses post fabrication validation, the attacker should be con-
cernedwith fault detection techniques that otherwise could poten-
tially disable the infected links. TASP tries to prevent infected links
from being classified as permanent faults by meticulously altering
the location of faults in an effort to disguise them as transient
faults. Avoiding classification as a permanent fault ensures that HT
can sustain the attack. Once classified as permanent, traffic will be
routed around the compromised links and the HT cannot perform
its attack.

In Fig. 4, we present a block diagram of the proposed TASP HT
and the finite state machine governing its operation and payload
injection. The implementation of the proposed TASP HT consists of
the following three components: (i) a target block, (ii) a payload
counter, and (iii) an XOR tree to flip bits on selected wires within
the link. The target block consist of comparator(s) which can be
tuned to identify packet information such as source, destination,
virtual channel (VC), process or thread ID, and memory address
in any combination or ranges. To minimize overhead of the target
block, only a fraction of the link width is compared. The second
major component, the payload counter, is a Y-bit FSM counter
used to collude injected faults acrossmultiple locations. The size of
the counter (Y) can be chosen at design time to trade-off payload
locations for area overhead. If faults are injected frequently onto
the same wires, the compromised link may draw attention from
fault tolerant aware architectures and determine that the link is
unusable. The FSM is used to generate locations to inject faults
and shift them in an attempt to disguise them as transient faults.
Since we assume the attacker has knowledge of the ECC between
links, for example single-error correction double-error detection
(SECDED), only two bits from the Y-bit FSM will be high, resulting
in 2-bit flips in the XOR tree. From the attackers perspective, the
FSM should be large to camouflage its intentions, but small to
decrease the amount of power hungry flip-flops needed to avoid
side-channel analysis detection.

To further avoid detection, the TASP HT requires two separate
enabling sources before injecting faults, a packet containing the
target and an externally driven kill switch (killsw). The killsw en-
ables two functions - (i) to enable the attack and (ii) to prevent
logic testing from accidentally triggering the HT and revealing
itself in the verification process. In Fig. 4, we show the complete
functional diagram of the proposed HT with three states, idle,
active and attacking. Until the killsw is enabled, theHT sits dormant
(idle) on the link(s). Once enabled, the HT is actively scanning
packets in search of its target. Once a packet containing the target
is found, the HT injects faults and begins to shift between the
payload states (PL0, PL1, . . . , PLN). While the HT is active, the HT
holds the payload state until the next fault injection. This prevents
the HT from consuming more power and cycling states when the
target is absent. It also lessens the number of instances in which
faults are injected on the samewire. In the performance evaluation
section, wewill analyze the trade-offs between target selection, HT
placement, and the performance degradation for a system under
attack. With the attack model presented, we will now discuss our
proposed general solution for HTs on links in the next section.

4. Proposed HT mitigation

Until we can guarantee integrity of our systems and reestablish
the hardware root of trust, the threat of a compromised device
reaching the consumer is legitimate. Therefore, we need critical
systems to have countermeasures in place and degrade grace-
fully when compromised. In this section, we discuss the proposed
threat detection model and the switch-to-switch (s2s) mitigation
techniques used to obfuscate packet data and prevent HTs from
triggering.

4.1. L-Ob

In current router micro-architectures, light-weight ECCs are
commonly employed in s2s encoding schemes to protect against
data corruption from transient faults during transversal. These
schemes incur the cost of encoders and decoders in each router
to improve fault localization andminimize performance cost of re-
transmissions by performing s2s instead of e2e. Extensive research
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Fig. 5. The decision process of the proposed L-Ob s2s mitigation controller used
identify and circumvent a HT’s triggering mechanism by obfuscating the target of a
HT within a compromised link.

in ECC schemes have analyzed the many trade-offs of s2s and e2e
schemes in NoCs. On the other hand, for security e2e obfuscation
has been proposed [3], while little or no work for s2s, until now.
Performing obfuscation within the NoC at a higher granularity in a
s2s scheme could provide similar advantages.

Obfuscating packets does not completely eliminate the chance
of triggering the HT. We propose three methods to obfuscate flits
by shuffling, inverting, and scrambling data in our L-Ob module
within each router. If one method fails L-Ob has the flexibility
to switch modes. In Fig. 5, we show a flow diagram to illustrate
the operation of our L-Ob module. The L-Ob controller makes the
following decisions:

1. Do we know the trigger?: If a HT has been previously
detected, the type (shuffle, scramble, invert) and location
(header, payload, both) of the last successful obfuscated flit
is enabled for the next transmission. If we do not know the
HT triggering mechanism, the module moves onto the next
stage.

2. Choosing the technique: The module arbitrates between lo-
cation (header, payload, or both) and type (shuffle, scramble,
invert) to select obfuscation for the next attempt.

The three different methods can be selected on-demand for
the entire flit, header or payload and only incur a 1–3 cycle la-
tency penalty per encoded flit. Changing the granularity within the
packet could allow us to identify the triggeringmechanism and log
which method needs to be used for future link traversals. While
these methods could be implemented on the e2e layer, without
s2s obfuscation, we could not localize the attack to a specific link.
e2e would also suffer from larger retransmission penalties (larger
hop counts) and potentially create temporary DoS until incorrectly
obfuscated packets could be flushed from the NoC.

When we improve hardware security, it is important for our
designs to be flexible and less ad-hoc, so that small architectural
changes do not require complete overhaul. In Fig. 6, we show the
routermicro-architectures for two commonly used retransmission
schemes, one where retransmission buffers are at the output and
another where they are within each VC. Each router has 4 VCs
per port and a 5-stage router pipeline consisting of the following
pipeline stages: buffer write and route computation (BW/RC), VC
allocation (VA), switch allocation (SA), switch traversal (ST) and
link traversal (LT). Our proposed design is applicable to both, since
the L-Ob module only needs to attach itself to the retransmission
buffers.

In the next subsection, we will walk through a cycle-by-cycle
example that demonstrates the delay a flit may experience when
L-Ob is enabled between two adjacent routers.Wewill also explain
how the proposed threat detector differentiates between transient,
permanent andHT induced faults to diagnose the cause of error and
react accordingly.

4.2. Threat detector

Since a HT like TASP is designed to obscure its presence and
mask faults, determining when a link HT exists is a challenge. We
propose a reactive solution that alters each consecutive retrans-
mission in an effort to incrementally identify the HT triggering
mechanisms. While the proposed attack is specific, our mitigation
response is generic, and not limited to the TASP HT. Once the
scope of the trigger is narrowed to the packet header or payload,
multiple obfuscationmethods can be chosen from to thwart future
triggering of HT. Shrinking the scope may help determine if more
aggressive approaches need to be taken, such as rerouting packets
or invoking the OS to migrate processes from one network region
to another which can be used to complement our proposed design.

In Fig. 7 we show how our threat source detector reacts for each
incoming flit. The threat detector answers the following questions:

1. Were faults detected?
2. Have we seen this flit and fault location before?
3. Can we correct the fault?
4. Is the transmitted flit obfuscated?

When faults are detected, the syndrome and characteristics of
the packet such as the packet’s source, destination, vc, requested
memory address, or process ID is recorded locally. Next, the threat
source detector checks if this flit or the fault has been seen before.
If the fault has not been seen, correct the fault or signal retrans-
mission. If the flit has been retransmitted before, we notify built-
in-self-test (BIST) to scan for a permanent fault because repeti-
tive transient faults are unlikely. If the flit was also obfuscated
previously by the L-Ob module, notify the upstream module so
that the next method can be used. If L-Ob has not been enabled
than it needs to be enabled now. When no faults are detected, we
check if one of the obfuscation methods was used. If so, the flit is
stalled for one cycle while the process is undone and we notify the
upstream router of successful transmission. The upstream router
then logswhichmethodwas used to speedup the selection process
for similar flits having the same problem.

In Fig. 8, we walk through a step-by-step example where each
bullet describes all the actions that occur during that clock cycle.
With this example, we demonstrates how the threat source detec-
tor and L-Ob modules control flit movement for adjacent routers
under normal operating conditions and when malicious activity
is suspected due to a HT. In this example, flit #2 is the only flit
targeted by the TASP HT.

To begin, we start normal operation.

• Step a: Flit #1 enters the output/retransmission buffer of the
upstream router awaiting link traversal (LT).

• Step b: In this cycle flit #1 is transmitted and ECC checks
for faults upon arrival. An ACK is then sent to clear the
retransmission buffer of the upstream flit #1.

• Step c: On the third cycle, the retransmission buffer is
cleared. During normal operation (no attacking HT), steps
(a)–(c) repeat for every flit.

• Step d: Next in 4th cycle, the TASP HT becomes enabled.
At the same time flit #2 enters the retransmission buffer
awaiting LT.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the router micro-architecture with the additional modules in our proposedmitigation. Our design works with both retransmission schemes, one where
retransmission buffers are at the output and another where they are within each VC.

• Step e: TASP is triggered and corrupts flit #2. At the same
time flit #2 is corrupted flit #3 is queued in the retransmis-
sion buffer and the s2s ECCof the downstreamrouter detects
the faults in flit #2. Since TASP injected faults could not be
corrected, the router signals for retransmission of flit #2.

• Step f: In step (f), Flit #3 proceeds through LT since it was
already queued and makes it to the downstream router not
corrupted since the TASP HT is only targeting flit #2.

• Step g: Flit #2 is retransmitted and targeted again by the
TASPHT. The downstream router flags flit #2 for retransmis-
sion a second time. In this instance, the threat detector sees
this as a potential problem and enables L-Ob to obfuscate flit
#2 in the next attempt.

• Step h: During this step, flit #2 is scrambled with flit #4,
labeled (2+4) and flit #4 is sent downstream to the adjacent
router. The scrambling of flit #2 avoids triggering the TASP
HT.

• Step i: Lastly in this step, flit (2 + 4) is transmitted and
successfully avoids triggering the TASP HT. After ECC, the
threat source detector notifies L-Ob to undo obfuscation. In
this example flit #4went ahead of flit (2+4). Flit #4 is stalled
until L-Ob can unscrambles flit (2 + 4). This creates a 1–
2 cycle penalty when one of the flits is absent. After L-Ob
unscrambles (2 + 4), both flits are and released.

If flit #2 had been shifted or inverted, flit #2 would incur a one-
cycle penalty to reverse the process. Since the transmitted flit was
scrambled, L-Ob must wait for both flits before unscrambling. Had
the TASPHT been triggered again, ECCwould detect the faults in flit
(2+4) and notify threat source detector of the upstream router. In
the next transmission attempt, L-Ob would proceed with another

link obfuscation method. Once a obfuscation method succeeds, it
is logged for future attempts.

In this subsection we described our threat source detector and
how it interacts with the obfuscation controller. In the next section
we will describe how we use AMD codes to ensure data integrity
since we choose to continue to use a compromised link instead of
rerouting around them.

4.3. Optimization of algebraic manipulation detection codes

Although the TASP HT injects faults with the intent of triggering
retransmissions, it is very likely a HT could inject faults with the
intent of corrupting data. Therefore, if we continue to use a link
that is known to be compromised we may need additional fault
protection. When suspicious activity is detected on a link, we
propose an optimized implementation of AMD codes [10,25] that
can be used on-demand to detect all faults on a compromised link.

Recently in [6], AMD codes were studied to protect vulnerable
links in NoCs as shown in Fig. 9(a), however their high overhead
cost compared to traditional codes such as SECDED, JTEC-QED, and
CRC limit their use to header encoding which leaves the remaining
contents of a packet vulnerable to attack. Strong AMD codes by
definition cannot be masked into another valid codeword [24],
which is a unique advantage that traditional error correction and
detection codes do not have,making AMDcodes desirable to detect
HT fault injection attacks.

We propose an optimization where we leverage the flit
idle time to efficiently calculate the redundant bits for AMD
codes. The redundant bits in an AMD code are the result of
two calculations, a function f (x, y) and πy, where f (y, x) =

y1x
⨁

y2x2
⨁

...yixi
⨁

xb+3 and πy = y1
⨁

y2
⨁

...yi
⨁

x. Both
blocks are shown in Fig. 9(b), where y is the flit input data broken
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Fig. 7. The decision process implemented by our Threat Detector to evaluate the cause of retransmissions in a compromised NoC.

Fig. 8. A step by step walk through demonstrating the transactions between adjacent routers when communicating over a compromised link with our proposed threat
detector and s2s L-Ob modules.
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Fig. 9. (a) Traditional AMD implemented for HTs on a link. (b) Optimized AMD encoder that computes m1–m9 separately in multiple clock cycles and reuses the result for
multiple flits.

into 8-bit segments and x is an 8-bit randomnumber. The complete
AMD codeword forms the following structure, C = (y, πy, f (x, y)).
It should be noted that both functions utilize finite field addition
and multiplication arithmetic. In binary fields the symbol

⨁
de-

notes addition for a finite field which is equivalent to XOR.
Normally, when encoding a flit, f (y, x) requires a lengthy chain

of costly multipliers in terms of area and timing, for each power
of x in the yixi terms. To reduce the encoding cost significantly, we
reuse the same random number for multiple flits. By recycling the
random number, we can use a single multiplier that is pipelined
and store each xi term in buffers for reuse shown in Fig. 9(b).
The buffers can then be accessed by any AMD encoder within the
router. To offload the additional buffer cost we can re-purpose
an underutilized escape or retransmission buffers. To scale the
encoder design with future flit sizes, the bit-width of the random
number x, can be lengthened or shortened to adjust the overhead
cost, but must match the width of each yi data segment. Altering
AMD code parameters must be done carefully as poor parame-
ter selection can greatly reduce the fault detection capability the
chosen AMD code. To further reduce the multipliers required in
our design for f (y, x), we split the calculation from one cycle, into
two, where half of the result can be calculated sequentially and in
parallel to a flit as it progresses in our 5-stage router.

After a flit is encoded with AMD in our micro-architecture, we
choose not to decode the AMD codeword until the flit reaches
its destination since switch-to-switch communication is already
complemented with and governed by the flow control of our
SECDED ECC. In the event our threat detector and L-Ob obfuscators
continuously fail to prevent HT triggering and faults continue to
inject faults detected in AMD, links must be disabled and routers
should route around them. It is important to note that the recycling
of the randomnumber doesmake the codemore susceptible to side
channel attacks, but for a fault injection attack originating from a
HT like in this paper, the change is negligible.

5. Performance evaluation

In this section, we provide the results of the proposed TASP
HT threat model and discuss attack in terms of area, power, vari-
ations, and overall potency. Then we will evaluate our proposed
L-Ob module and threat detector to assess the effectiveness of our
mitigation approach. In our evaluationwewill discuss the area and
power overhead, and compare the network performance to exist-
ing QoS and e2e obfuscation techniques. Lastly we will compare
our proposed optimizedAMDencoder to traditional AMD, SECDED,
JTEC-QED, and CRC error correction/detection codes in terms of
area, power, timing, and fault tolerance.

As a first order analysis, we assume only a single point of
attack in the compromised NoC which is sufficient to provide
significant network disruption but the number of compromised
links is orthogonal. Power and area were synthesized and opti-
mized using the Synopsys Design Compiler tool using the TSMC
40 nm technology libraries with a 1.0 V supply voltage and 2 GHz
operating frequency. Network evaluation was conducted using an
in-house cycle accurate network simulator and used real traffic
distributions from the PARSEC and SPLASH-2 benchmark suites on
a 64-core, 16 router mesh-based NoC with each router connected
to 4 cores. Each router has two unidirectional links connecting
adjacent routers with 4 VCs per port, 4 64-bit buffer slots per VC,
and a 5-stage (BW/RC, VA, SA, ST, LT) router pipeline implemented
with x–y routing and round robin arbitration. To evaluate a worst
case scenario, we assume retransmission buffers are located after
the crossbar, before link traversal.

5.1. TASP HT

Area, Power, and Timing Overhead: To compromise a NoC and
avoid detection, a rogue employee must infiltrate one of the many
stages within the fabrication processes. Additionally, minimizing
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Fig. 10. Power consumption of a TASP HT compared to single router in the top left two charts. In the bottom left we show the area overhead for the entire NoC with a single
TASP HT. In the top and bottom right we show the relative power and area cost for the entire NoC with worst case scenario with TASP on all 48 links.

Table 1
Power, area, and timing for each TASP variation.

overhead but maximizing performance damage is a design chal-
lenge from the attacker’s perspective. Earlier in the paper, we
provided a motivated example and analysis from an attacker’s
point of view to optimize link selection, number of Trojans and
targets for such an attack, ranging from a specific application, to
core, or other network resources and regions. The number of TASP
HT injections should be minimized to circumvent side-channel
detection, but enough to achieve the desired disruption. More HTs
will increase the abruptness of the DoS attack. In Fig. 10 we show
the comparison of power and area overhead between a single
router, the overall NoC and a TASP HT. A single TASP HT is less than
1%, which makes injection of multiple HTs feasible. In the top and
bottom right charts we examined this threat and show the power
consumption and area overhead for placing a HT on every link.

Since the TASP HT performs deep packet inspection, the trig-
gering method can target multiple portions of a packet such as the
source, destinationVC id,memory address or combination. To eval-
uate the power and area overhead for each case, we implemented
a single TASP HT with several triggering mechanisms as shown in
Table 1. As expected, when TASP scans for each target, the power
penalty is significantly higher. Individually the overhead cost is
lower as it greatly depends on the target bit-widths. The width of
each target is the following: src (4), dest (4), VC (2), DestSrc (8),
Mem (32), and full (42).

For a TASPHT to inject faults on a link and influence the targeted
flit, the HT must fit within the clock cycle for LT stage in the router
pipeline. In Table 1, we provide supplementary information for
each implementation including the timing constraints and static
power consumption. For a 2 GHz operating frequency the TASP
HT fits well within the 0.5 ns window, even for architectures with
dynamic frequency scaling (DFS). The static power cost of a HT is

important because when the HT is idle, it remains the only visible
characteristic that is detectable.

5.2. Mitigation

In this subsection we will present the overhead results for our
proposed mitigation and evaluate the efficiency of our technique
in resolving a TASP-based DoS attack.

5.2.1. Attack model
The baseline NoC consists of 16 routers with 4 VCs per port,

4 64-bit buffer slots per VC, and a 5-stage (BW/RC,VA,SA,ST,LT)
router pipeline implemented with x–y routing and round robin
arbitration with no security measures besides ECC. We assume
retransmission buffers are located after the crossbar and before
link traversal to evaluate a worst case scenario.

To evaluate our proposed HT mitigation, the attack model we
used is illustrated in Fig. 11 for the baseline NoC. In Fig. 11(a),
we show a single TASP HT implemented along the y-dimension
in an x–y routed network. As flits are targeted, we expect back-
pressure to build across the network and create a DoS attack. We
chose this attack location to evaluate the worst case scenario for
a single application centered at core zero (bottom left corner) in
an x–y routed NoC with a single TASP HT located on an adjacent
link. In this test case we assume that the attacker was successful
in injecting the HT during the design or fabrication process. We
also assume the HT has avoided post silicon detection and remains
dormant until 1500 cycles into the simulation. The 1500 cycle
period also acts as a warmup period for each tested network.
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Table 2
Overhead for our proposed mitigation.

In Fig. 11(b), we show the same attack scenario as in (a), except
the baseline NoC includes our proposed hardware to detect, mit-
igate, and boost fault coverage by using our threat source detec-
tor, L-Ob obfuscation and AMD encoder to mitigate the attack. If
mitigation is successful, the TASP HT will fail to create the back-
pressure needed for a DoS attack. In addition to the baseline and
mitigated networks, we also evaluated the attack in time division
multiplexed network with two application domains to observe
whether or not the attack can be contained to a single domain.

In the next sections we will discuss this attack scenario and
present the power, area, and timing improvements that our en-
coder makes over previous AMD implementations as well as the
fault tolerance capabilities and performance impact of each ele-
ment of our design.

5.2.2. Area, power, and timing overhead
Our proposed design includes three additions to the router

micro-architecture, the threat source detector, L-Ob s2s obfus-
cation block, and optimized AMD encoder. The power, area and
timing overhead for the threat detector and L-Ob blocks are shown
in Table 2. The overhead of AMD will be discussed in more de-
tail later. Results indicate only 2% and 6% increase in area and
power consumption respectively. Timing of both modules fit with
the constrains of a typical 2 GHz clock. While we are increasing
overhead, the additional cost is relatively small to the performance
cost (1–3 cycles) of not employing these techniques. This can add a
1%–6% latency penalty to each encoded packet. In Fig. 12, we show
the performance trade-off between our proposed L-Ob with AMD,
L-Ob with SECDED, and choosing to reroute around the infected
links which is triggered by faults detected with AMD. When L-Ob
prevents triggering on the infected links andwe continue to use the
link, we showmitigation provides a significant speedup advantage
as the number of infected links grow beyond 5% (2–3). Without
AMD encoding, fault injections could easily surpass the fault de-
tection capability of SECDED. In the bottom of Fig. 12, we show the
detection capability of SECDED, AMD and CRCwhen the number of
faults are even or odd, aswell as the average fault detection latency.

When evaluating new mitigation techniques for hardware se-
curity threats such as L-Ob for TASP HTs, we must consider the
trade-off of immediately stopping use of the infected hardware
and replacing it, versus the cost of enabling mitigation to grace-
fully degrade network performance.With our proposed design, we
provide detection and mitigation with the same hardware and do
so with minimal area and power consumption overhead. The L-Ob
s2s obfuscation block can also be re-purposed to complement BIST
fault detection. Our proposed design offers sustained performance
until flagged hardware can be removed.

5.2.3. Network performance
The unique ability of the TASP HT to completely stop packet

progression creates new challenges when evaluating a network’s
performance. Previously proposed DoS attacks in NoCs rely on
primarily flood-based or latency inducing attacks to inhibit QoS.
QoS can usually bemeasured in latency and throughput evaluation.

However, similar to measuring routing dead-locks, the result of
TASP stalling packets may not be evident unless we have a way of
measuring the back-pressure building among network resources.

In Figs. 13 and 14, we provide results on input, output, and
injection port buffer utilization. We also recorded routers with at
least one output port completely stalled (from back pressure) and
further classified core injection port utilization into the two bins,
allcoresfull and >50%ofcoresfull. In these simulations a single TASP
HT was injected into the NoC and remained idle for a 1500 cycle
warm-up period running Black–Scholes application benchmark
traces. After which TASP was enabled and began sniffing packets
for the target application. After target acquisition, every 10 cycles
or so, the HT began injecting faults. The x-axis of these plots
correspond to the time after TASP began injecting faults. The y-axis
being the number of buffer slots in terms of flits, currently utilized
within the NoC.

In Fig. 13(a), we see how the network reacts with no mitigation
and when e2e obfuscation [3] fails to prevent triggering the HT.
When e2e obfuscation fails, it is too late and back pressure will be-
gin to build. Within 50–100 cycles of enabling TASP, back pressure
has already reached 68% (11/16) of the routers. By 1500 cycles, the
dead-lock extends from inter-router ports to 81% (13/16) of injec-
tion ports, dead-locking the majority of the chip. For comparison
in Fig. 13(b), normal operation can be observed.

In Fig. 14(a), we evaluated a NoC with two domains (D1,D2)
using time division multiplexing (TDM). While TASP affected the
target domain (D2), the threat was contained to the network re-
sources allocated for that domain. Since NoCs employing previous
QoS non-interference techniques [26] are not entirely immune,
they could be complemented with other trigger prevention tech-
niques such as L-Ob. Lastly in Fig. 14(b), we show the minimal
performance degradation incurred when our proposed mitigation
is enabled. In our design we only incur a few cycle penalty (1–
3) for on-demand s2s obfuscation. Since we choose to continue
to use compromised links, AMD encoding is vital to detect future
attempts to corrupt data by currently inactive HTs. In Fig. 14(c) we
show a scenario when a single application fails due to silent data
corruption.

5.3. Optimized AMD encoder

5.3.1. Power, area, and timing
In Fig. 15 and Table 3, we display the power consumption, area,

timing and information overhead needed to encode packets in
CRC-32, AMD, SECDED and JTEC-QED in packet, flit, and header
granularity. For traditional AMD implementations from [6], the
cost is significantly more in terms of power, area overhead and
timing for each level. The cost varies widely with different en-
coding granularity where flit level not only reduced the power
overhead from 10x to nearly 3x, but area overhead decreased and
timing could fit within a multi-cycle router if pipelined in parallel.
The reduction shows that AMD encoding within router switch-to-
switch communication is possible, but it is still not a viable option
to encode all packets. In [6], the overhead cost was only feasible
when encoding was limited to packet headers only. The reduction
in overhead frompacket to flit encoding ismainly due to cutback in
multiplications required to compute f (y, x), which was optimized
by balancing the y = bm equation for bit lengths and detection
probability. The same can be done for header encoding but this
option leaves the remaining contents of a packet unprotected.

With our proposed design, we further optimized the AMD
encoder by reducing and recycling of hardware. We were able
to achieve a reduction in area overhead by 70.3%, power con-
sumption by 44.0%, and timing by 74.4%. If we consider the cost
per total number faults detected, AMD codes provide significant
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Fig. 11. Network overview of data flows in (a) an attack with a single TASP HT. In (b) we illustrate the steps and relief provided by our proposed design.

Fig. 12. For each traffic trace significant speedup advantage was obtained by continuing to use the infected link with L-Ob versus rerouting around them.

Fig. 13. Shows utilization and router statistics measured during runtime for the Black–Scholes application to capture the affect of the DoS attack. In (a) we show the impact
on a NoC with no mitigation, while (b) shows the results for a normal operating NoC for the same time period.
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Fig. 14. In (a) we show the performance degradation of a NoC with TDM (two domains-D1, D2) from a single TASP HT. (b) shows the results for our proposed threat detector
and L-Ob module with minimal network degradation and successfully mitigation of the TASP HTs.

Fig. 15. Relative encoding power consumption and area overhead.

capability for the additional overhead compared to SECDED and
CRC. More on their detection capabilities will be discussed in
the next section. These reductions were due to the sequential
execution of f (y, x), and the re-use of random numbers which
allowed for the sequential calculations of each xi terms which are
normally computed for each encodedmessage. Since the cost is still
higher than traditional SECDED, AMD encoding at the flit level can
be limited to applications sending sensitive data, encrypted data,
or when traversing compromised links, where we need to sustain
the highest security and data integrity.

5.3.2. Reliability
In this section we compare the reliability and fault tolerance of

commonly used ECCs and those in our proposed design by calcu-
lating the residual error rate (RER) for each ECC. The RER as shown
in Fig. 16 is the probability a packet/flit/header will contain an
undetected fault and nullify the reliability of encoding. Measuring
the RPER of each ECC allows us to compare the strength of a code
and delineate the overall fault tolerance a code can withstand to
independently induced random faults. The RER does not take into
account the effect of burst errors or those maliciously injected
but highlights the ability of each code. As the bit error rate (BER)
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Table 3
Comparison of timing and information overhead.

Level Encoder Timing (ns) Redunant bits Detection probability

Packet

CRC-32
(236,204,32)

1.09 32 All 1–3 bit,
32-bit burst,
odd-bit errors

SECDED
(213,204)

0.33 9 All 2-bit

JTEC-QED
(214,204)

0.37 10 All 4-bit

AMD
(204,17,17)

3.83 34 1 − (12 + 2)2−17

Flit

SECDED
(72,64)

0.24 8 All 2-bit

JTEC-QED
(73,64)

0.28 9 All 4-bit

AMD
(64,8,8)

1.95 16 1 − (8 + 2)2−8

Prop. AMD
(64,8,8)

0.50 16 1 − (8 + 2)2−8

Head AMD
(23,7,7)

1.31 14 1 − (3 + 1)2−7

Fig. 16. The residual error rate (RER) of the compared ECCs as the bit error rate
(BER) is increased.

increases, the RER of each encoding eventually saturates, except for
CRC-32 and AMD. CRC-32 does not saturate like the rest because
it can also detect all odd bit errors, which places an upper bound
on the RER. AMD on the other hand can detect all errors and does
not saturate in Fig. 16 with detection probability 1 − Qv where
Qv = (b + 2)2−r and Qv = (b + 1)2−r when b is odd [23]. The
size and bit-widths in our AMD encoding was designed to maxi-
mize detection probability. With the AMD encoding, we provide
significantly higher fault tolerance which is critical as we propose
the continual use of links in a compromised NoC until the chip can
be replaced.

6. Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed the new light-weight TASP HT
threat model that covertly performs deep packet inspection and
inject faults on links to develop a DoS attack. Results indicate
the HTs footprint is small relative to the rest of the NoC, even
when implemented on all of the links. Yet a single TASP HT, could
easily dead-lock 81% of the injection ports and at least one link on
68% of the routers in less than 1500 and 100 cycles respectively.
While existing TDM QoS solutions have the ability to contain the
DoS to affected domains, deadlocks could still occur within the
domains. Threat detection and mitigation through our proposed

L-Ob s2s obfuscation is required to prevent HT triggering and
thereby gracefully degrade network performance instead of dis-
abling links and re-routing around them. Mitigation only adds
2% in area overhead and 6% in excess power consumption in the
NoC micro-architecture. To complement mitigation and sustain
data integrity on a compromised link, we proposed an optimized
AMD flit encoder that reduced area overhead by 70.3%, power
consumption by 44.0%, and timing by 74.4% compared to previous
implementations. Lastly, by narrowing the scope and identifying
the triggeringmechanisms of the HT, future designs could improve
on mitigation techniques complemented by our threat detectors.
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